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“The Four Tigers are known as the bosses of this city for years. No one can afford to cross them!”

“This brat has gotten himself in trouble with the Descending Tiger. Even if he can fight, he won’t be able to survive this one!”

“Once the Descending Tiger gets here, he’s going to get killed!”

The crowd gasped and turned to look at Leon sympathetically.

Mister White studied Leon with a cold, smug smirk. From what he could sense, Leon just reached the Innate State and Master

Shelton would be able to defeat Leon with ease given his level of Intermediate Innate State.

“The Intermediate Innate State?” Leon muttered, paling slightly.

Though he surpassed the Initial Innate State, he was still far from reaching the Intermediate Innate State and if faced with

someone of that level, he had no chance of winning.

“Louisa, let’s go!” Leon grabbed Louisa’s hand hastily, desperate to leave before the Descending Tiger

arrived.

“You caused troubles in my territory and expect to just leave? It’s not that easy!” They heard a snort and a mighty man walked in,

followed by a group of fighters dressed in black.

“It’s the Descending Tiger!”

The crowd gasped and opened a path, intimidated by his powerful presence.

“Master Shelton, thank god you are here! This kid’s causing trouble here. I’ve been too incompetent to defeat him. Please teach

him a lesson and make an example out of him!” Overjoyed, Mister White threw himself toward Master Shelton.

“Who is it that dared to cause trouble here? How dare you?!” Furious, Master Shelton turned his attention to the direction where

Mister White pointed and spotted Leon right away.

“It’s over! Master Shelton is furious. That kid is already dead!”

“Brat, what are you doing? Get down on your knees and beg for forgiveness. Maybe Master Shelton will spare you!”

Some of the customers watched the drama unfold with amusement, while others reminded Leon to

surrender.

“The situation has escalated this far, so how is kneeling going to help? It’s too late!” Joseph sneered mockingly.

He just fell victim to Mister White’s skills and if Mister White was this powerful, his superior could only be more formidable. Even

if Leon was a skilled fighter, he could not possibly rival someone like Master Shelton so it was not difficult to imagine how this

would end for Leon.

Joseph felt glad that he was quick enough to apologize earlier, or he would have suffered the same fate as

Leon.

“Mason? Is that you?” Leon gaped once he had a clear look on the man’s face. Never in his wildest dream

that the infamous Descending Tiger would turn out to be his new–found subordinate from the day before.

Mason was shocked at the realization that it was his half–master Leon who caused trouble in the Blue Moon Bar. He immediately

fell to his knees and greeted Leon respectfully. “Mister Wolf, I didn’t know you’d come here. I should have welcomed you myself.

I’m so sorry about this…”

Jaws instantly dropped at the scene.
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